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Who we are

A leading agriculture company helping 

to improve global food security by 

enabling millions of farmers to make 

better use of available resources. 

● World-class science and innovative 

crop solutions

● Seeds

● Crop protection products

● Decision tools

● Committed to rescuing land from 

degradation, enhancing biodiversity 

and revitalizing rural communities.

● Headquarters in Basel, Switzerland 

Classification: PUBLIC

90
countries

107
production and 

supply sites

119
research and 

development sites

28,000
employees
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Who I am

Classification: PUBLIC
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Sustainability … defined

Continuous improvement within three focus areas:

Economic viability to 

ensure management 

decisions are practical and 

protect livelihoods with 

long-term financial stability

Profit People

Ensuring social 

responsibility and 

equity

Planet

Environmental 

stewardship to 

safeguard the 

environment and 

productivity of the 

land

Regenerative Agriculture
Soil health * Biodiversity * Livestock integration * Carbon
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Farmers’ views of sustainability

Source: Farm Journal Media, 2019
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The sustainability discussion: then and now

THEN

Yield

Feeding the planet

Convenience

Least-cost formulation

Consistent product

Big is progress

NOW

Resource efficiency/ROI

Healing the planet

Customization

Lifestyle enhancing

Hyper-local product

Big is bad
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Drivers within the food chain: Activists

Classification: PUBLIC

“Food retailers must make 

clear, time-bound commitments 

to phase out chlorpyrifos, 

neonicotinoids, glyphosate and 

other toxic pesticides 

throughout their entire food 

supply chains and further 

expand their organic offerings 

with a focus on supporting 

domestic growers.”

Kendra Klein

Friends of the Earth
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Drivers within the food chain: Consumers & food companies

“The research indicated high 

interest in purchasing 

sustainably produced wine, a 

favorable perception of 

sustainable certification 

programs and certification 

logos, and a willingness to pay 

more for sustainably produced 

wine, particularly by Millennials 

and Gen Z.”
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Drivers within the food chain: Investors

“No one is coming to us and 

saying, 'Find me the next 

cereal bar. They're saying, 

'Let's transform the food 

system. How do we do that?'“

Eric Kessler

Arabella Advisors
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Drivers within the food chain: Risk management

"You cannot have a stable financial system that accounts for classical 

economic considerations while ignoring climate change, resource 

depletion, ecosystems destruction and other new and emerging risk.”

Paul Clements-Hunt

The Blended Capital Group
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Drivers within the food chain: Kansas & Nebraska in 2019
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Change accelerators

● Social media (tribes, transparency)

● Pace of technology adoption

● Climate change/hypoxia zone awareness

● Animal welfare concerns

● Short news cycle

● Venture capital
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Sustainability drivers on the farm: Opportunities

● Better data for enhanced decision making

- Improved profitability

- Soil health, water management gains

- Enhanced reporting capabilities

● Potential new markets

- Consumer demand

- Same stuff only better

● Potential new investment
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Sustainability drivers on the farm: Threats

● Secondary standards

● Failure to capitalize on new decision tools

● Lack of shared value
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Syngenta’s role: Innovation for growers & the food chain

● Farm management software systems

- ROI tracking

- Easier reporting

- Sustainability tracking & reporting

● Digital inputs

- Soil probes

- Satellite & drone imagery

- Seed-matching tools

● Accelerating Innovation

- Collaboration with Nature Conservancy to benefit farmers & nature

- Sustainable agriculture innovation

- 50% reduction in carbon footprint by 2030
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Sustainable Agriculture Innovation Case Study: Enogen

● What if we could produce ethanol with less energy, greater throughput 

and less water?

● What if we could produce meat and milk with less land, less labor, less 

energy, fewer emissions and less water?
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> 60k CO2e

The LCA shows that potential environmental savings could be significant
Simply reducing crop production by 5% could yield savings like these1 per 1000 head:

Energy to power 

7.3                 
average homes      

for 1 year5

GHG equivalent to

5.8               
passenger vehicles 
driven for 1 year6

Water to fill   

40          
Olympic size 

swimming pools7

© 2019 Syngenta.  Enogen®, the Enogen Feed logo, and the Syngenta logo are trademarks of a Syngenta Group Company

.

Classification: PUBLIC – Not for distribution

All photos are either the property of Syngenta or are used with permission.

Land Use Soil Conservation Energy Use 

> 22m gallons

Equivalent         

to . . .

30 acres >900 tons > 257m BTU

GHG emissions  Water Use Savings 

type

Estimated         

savings2

About                   

23                 
regulation    

football fields3

1) Based on 1000 head of finishing beef and UNL data: Transl. Anim. Sci. Volume 3, Issue 1, January 2019, 504-512 (Exp 2); https://doi.org/10.1093/tas/txy121 2) Field to Market: The Alliance for 

Sustainable Agriculture, 2016. Environmental and Socioeconomic Indicators for Measuring Outcomes of On Farm Agricultural Production in the United States (Third Edition). ISBN: 978-0-692-

81902-9, metrics and benchmarks for US irrigated corn 3) 1.32 acres per field  4) 14 ton capacity 5) https://www.eia.gov/tools/faqs/faq.php?id=97&t 6) https://www.epa.gov/energy/greenhouse-

gas-equivalencies-calculator 7) https://www.fina.org/sites/default/files/2017_2021_facilities_06102017_full_medium.pdf

About                   

65                 
dump truck     

loads of soil4

https://doi.org/10.1093/tas/txy121
https://www.eia.gov/tools/faqs/faq.php?id=97&t
https://www.epa.gov/energy/greenhouse-gas-equivalencies-calculator
https://www.fina.org/sites/default/files/2017_2021_facilities_06102017_full_medium.pdf
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Opportunities to get involved

● Kansas, Nebraska, are key focus areas for Syngenta:

- Beef

- Dairy

- Fuel

● Research continues

● Cooperator/collaborator opportunities

- Food chain & ag retail partners

- NGOs

- Growers

● www.syngenta-us.com/corn/enogen-feed
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Thank you for listening. Questions?

Classification: PUBLIC

jill.wheeler@syngenta.com

www.goodgrowthplan.com

@GoodGrowthGuide


